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Abstract
Abstract

The main problems regarding the AST-500 NHR thermal-hydraulics are considered.
Basic thermal data of the reactor plant are given and peculiarities of coolant parameters at
natural convection in the primary circuit are discussed. The in-reactor instrumentation
system is briefly described, as well as the results of natural-convective flow characteristics
investigations using reactor test models.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the development of a nuclear reactor with natural convection of the coolant, the
issues of primary circuit hydrodynamics and thermal-physics play an exceptionally important
role. Its thermal and hydraulic characteristics determine the possibility to provide the basic
design parameters of the reactor, the operating conditions of the core, its thermotechnical
reliability, and the reactor behaviour under transient and emergency conditions.
Intensification of coolant natural convection by allowing boiling in the core requires a
comprehensive analysis of two-phase coolant flow hydrodynamics in the reactor.

A complex of calculations and experimental investigations carried out on the AST-500
thermal-hydraulics [1-4] allowed to reveal the most essential problems that should be solved,
particularly:

loop-level and interchannel instability of natural circulation flow and their mutual
influence;
interrelations between hydrodynamic and neutron-physical processes;
water chemistry and gas control mode in conformance with the primary circuit of an
integral PWR.

A large volume of experimental data has been obtained at thermal- physical test rigs,
and the design analysis results have shown that for the AST-500 reactor boiling conditions
are possible in the range of stable coolant flow circulation at a certain combination of
working parameters. However, for an in-depth study of the neutron-physical stability
problem in the reactor, additional investigations would be needed. However, if non-boiling
working conditions are adopted these problems would be eliminated.

Therefore, a non-boiling mode of operation was adopted for the AST-500 together
with steam-gas pressurizing for primary circuit pressure control. The value of average
subcooling with respect to the saturation point of the primary coolant was chosen proceeding
from the requirements to provide stable flow circulation in the circuit in general, and to
exclude the accumulation of radiolitic gases in the reactor up to the explosion-hazardous
concentration.
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2. BASIC THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS AND COOLANT
NATURAL CONVECTION PECULIARITIES

The main parameters for the working range of the AST-500 reactor thermal power
are given below:

Reactor thermal power
Primary coolant flow rate
Reactor coolant temperature

core outlet
core inlet

Reactor pressure
Secondary coolant temperature

reactor outlet
reactor inlet

50-500 MW
680-1550 kg/s

172-208°C
155-134°C
1.04-1.96 MPa

159°C
152-87 °C

The reactor coolant flow rate and temperature values provide for a reliable removal
of heat from the reactor core and for its subsequent transfer to the secondary coolant via the
in-reactor heat exchangers. The reactor coolant flow rate increases when core power rises
which is especially important in emergency situations.

To shape the reactor coolant flow distribution through the core fuel assemblies, a set
of individual draught tubes is used above the core structure. The draught tubes, made as
extensions of the fuel assemblies, allow to provide a hydraulic self-profiling of the coolant
flow through the core by increase of the individual hydrostatic head fraction in the pressure
difference for the whole system of parallel channels. When core power rises the
corresponding flow rates are established in fuel assemblies.

This feature of coolant natural convection allows to tolerate significant local rises of
heat release in fuel assemblies thanks to the coolant flow rate self-shaping. The main
indicator of the core thermotechnical reliability is the critical power factor. The necessity
of considering this factor is conditioned by the principal possibility of a core power rise up
to the reactor protection setpoint at unfavourable superpositions of deviations of the
parameters defining the character of heat removal in the fuel assemblies. Reactor power,
thermal power distribution over the core fuel assemblies, pressure value, core inlet
temperature, and coolant flow distribution through the core fuel assemblies are the essential
parameters determining the margin of the fuel assemblies with regard to critical power.

Account of possible deviations of the parameters from their nominal values reduces
the core thermotechnical reliability. For a conservative evaluation, the deviations were
treated by the procedure of considering an ultimately unfavourable (from the viewpoint of
boiling crisis appearance) superposition of the deviation of parameters.

Variations of the DNBR-factor (n3) and of the relative flow rate through a fuel
assembly (G/Go) versus relative power of the core fuel assembly (Kq) at rated parameters of
the reactor (curve 1), accounting for parameter deviation (curve 2) and accounting for
parameter deviation along with a reactor power increase up to the emergency protection
setpoint (curve 3), are given in Fig. 1 as an example.

So, a local increase of fuel assembly power up to the values of 2.5-3.0 does not result
in a deterioration of the core thermotechnical reliability.
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1. at nominal parameters;
2. at the account of parameters deviation;
3. at the account of parameters deviation and power increase

up to emergency protection set point

Fig.l. Change critical power ratio and flow-rate through fuel
assembly depending on relative power of fuel assembly

At a reactor operation with one section of the heat exchanger isolated when a
secondary coolant pump is stopped in one of the loops, the primary coolant circulation
through an inoperative HX's section is virtually absent. It is associated with the diminishing
of the hydrostatic fraction of the total pressure drop on the heat exchanger at loss of heat
removal in it.

This feature, which is also associated with the reactor operation at natural convection
of the primary coolant, allows to provide a uniform temperature of coolant at the core inlet
in operating modes with heat removal skewing over the secondary circuit loops.

3. IN-REACTOR INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

Along with the control of the overall thermotechnical parameters of the reactor such
as power, pressure, coolant level in the reactor, core inlet and outlet temperatures, coolant
temperature near its surface, an in-reactor instrumentation system is provided for the AST-
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1.- Heating columns
2.- Chimney tubes
3.- Riser
4.- Steam-gas pressurizer

5.- Heat exchanger
6.- Downcomer
7.- Guard vessel simulator
8.- GV heat exchanger

Fig.2. 1385 test facility. Model of integral reactor

500. For this aim, a zirconium tube (13.6x0.9 mm) is installed in the fuel assemblies instead
of one of the fuel rods for placing an instrumentation probe comprising thermal transducers
and neutron flux detectors.

The in-reactor instrumentation system gives on-line information about the neutron flux
distribution over the core volume, coolant flow rates and temperatures in individual fuel
assemblies. The number of instrumentation probes is chosen to reproduce a full picture of
the neutron flux distribution in the core. The neutron flux detectors in each probe are
positioned at several points along the core height. The coolant temperature is monitored by
thermocouples located in the probes at the core inlet and outlet. Besides, each probe includes
special flow meters which are prior calibrated in flow rigs.

4. PRIMARY CIRCUIT THERMOHYDRAUUCS INVESTIGATION ON
TEST FACILITIES

Comprehensive investigations of the thermohydraulic characteristics of a natural
convection circuit have been carried out at the thermophysical test rigs 1385 and at KMR,
both representing integral reactor models [1-4]. The rigs are different in a scale of
electrically heated models of the AST-500 reactor. They include all main components of the
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1.- Heating columns
2.- Chimney tubes
3.- Riser

4 - Sicam-gas pressurizer
5 - Heat exchanger
0 - Downcomer

Fig.3. Natural circulation circuit of KMR-2 test facility

primary circuit: a core simulator which is composed of several heater rod assemblies with
individual draught tubes, a common riser section, built-in pressurizer, overflow section, built-
in heat exchanger and down comer section.

The 1385 test rig (Fig.2) comprises four heater rod assemblies of a total power up
to 1.8 MW. The scale of the reactor circuit simulation in respect to height is 1:2.

The KMR test rig (Fig.3) represents a large-scale model of the primary circuit with
height dimensions close to the actual AST-500 ones. The scale of the primary circuit
simulation in respect to volume and flow path sections of the circuit's items is 1:170. The
maximum power of the rig is 2.5 MW. The core simulator consists of two electrically heated
37-rod assemblies with rod dimensions similar to the real ones.

The distribution of hydraulic resistance along the primary circuit and the relation of
the heights and flow path sections of different circuit's items were simulated in the rigs. The
investigations were carried out in a range of parameters overlapping the range of AST-500
operating parameter variation.
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Natural convection flow depending on thermal power, coolant pressure, core outlet
enthalpy, and power distribution over the heater rod assemblies were studied in the
experiments. In addition, gas transport and gas distribution processes in the primary circuit
were investigated. The characteristics of the built-in pressurizer were studied as well. The
main tasks of the experiments were to define the area of stable flow circulation, and to study
the peculiarities of flow distribution in the circuit's items, including modes with significant
skewing of power distribution over the fuel assemblies and of the heat removal over the HX
sections.

Some results of comparing experimental data with calculation analysis results
regarding the flow rate characteristics of the test rigs are given in Figs. 4 and 5. It might
be concluded that both kinds of results are in a good agreement.

Along with the experiments on the reactor models, hydraulic tests were carried out
on full-scale models of other items of the primary circuit under isothermal conditions (fuel
assemblies, HX sections, etc).

The hydraulic characteristics obtained in the experiments were used in the AST-500
reactor plant thermal-hydraulic design. The described combination of comprehensive
experimental investigations of the reactor thermal-hydraulics and the analytical procedures
based on experimentally-verified calculation models allowed to validate reliably the AST-500
characteristics under non-boiling operating conditions.
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Fig.4. NC flow rate characteristic of 1385 test facility.
Comparison with calculations. P - 2.0 MPa
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Fig.5. NC flow rate characteristic of KMR-2 test facility.

Comparison with calculations.
P « 2.0 MPa, N = 1600 kW
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